
Recording of the week: Ethiopian
Michael Jackson?

This week's selection comes from Dr Janet Topp Fargion, Lead Curator of World
and Traditional Music.

This song was recorded in 1991 by ethnomusicologist Lesley Larkum at the
Green Hotel, Mek'ele (Mekelle) in the northern Tigray region of Ethiopia. It
represents one of those wonderful moments of ethnographic fieldwork when you
come across something, not necessarily related to the focus of your work, but
nevertheless captivating. It's times like those you are thankful for a sound
recording device! Lesley was conducting research on Tigrinyan music during
revolution. She had heard these two children singing in a bar a couple of
nights beforehand and had asked them to return so she could record them.
Sadly there's no photograph of them but as I listen, in my mind's eye I see a
couple of youngsters with the voices, rhythm and exuberance of a young
Michael Jackson.

Children singing at the Green Hotel (C600/15)

The Lesley Larkum collection of Ethiopian field recordings can be consulted
at the British Library.

Follow @BL_WorldTrad and @soundarchive for all the latest news.

Recording of the week: a Christmas
story

This week's selection comes from Stephen Cleary, Lead Curator of Literary &
Creative Recordings. 

This seasonal offering comes from our African Writers Club collection and was
recorded on 7 November 1966 in London on a Revox F36 tape machine. 'No Room
at Solitaire' is a dramatization by Cosmo Pieterse of a short story by
Richard Rive. It updates the nativity tale to Christmas Eve in northern
Transvaal (now Limpopo), South Africa, in the era of apartheid. Contains
strong language.

A Christmas story (C134/98)
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Entabeni – Limpopo, South Africa by FyreMael via Visualhunt.com / CC BY

Follow @BL_DramaSound and @soundarchive for all the latest news.

Recording of the week: the Curlew’s
lament

This week's selection comes from Richard Ranft, Head of Sound and Vision.

Around this time of year as winter takes it hold, and into spring that
follows, a daytime walk around one of Britain’s more remote coastal estuaries
and mudflats, or over inland moorlands and heathlands will likely bring about
an encounter with a Curlew, the largest of all waders. Its soulful voice
carries far across flat and rolling landscapes, adding a magical and haunting
feel to wild places. And in early English folklore, it was a harbinger of
death, or for the poet WB Yeats, it spoke of a love lost:

"O Curlew, cry no more in the air,
Or only to the water in the West;
Because your crying brings to my mind
passion-dimmed eyes and long heavy hair
That was shaken out over my breast:
There is enough evil in the crying of wind"

  

This particular Curlew recording was made in southern England as long ago as
1937  by  the  pioneer  bird  sound  recordist,  Ludwig  Koch  (1881-1974).  It
comprises  several  takes  that  illustrate  the  bird’s  varied  notes.  The
recording  was  used  for  many  years  to  introduce  The  Naturalist  radio
programme, broadcast by the BBC Home Service.

Follow @soundarchive for all the latest news.

Christmas carols from Turing’s
computer

Following the viral response on the internet to Jack Copeland and Jason
Long's 2016 blog concerning their restoration of the world's earliest
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surviving computer music recording, the pair's follow up is in two parts:
(1) they explain how they resurrected the authentic sound of Turing's
long since dismantled Manchester computer, by reconstructing two
Christmas carols that the computer played in a BBC Radio broadcast in
December 1951, and (2) they examine and clarify the competing
international claims to the title of World's First Computer Music.

Jack Copeland FRS NZ and Jason Long write:

Listeners to BBC radio heard an utterly new sound in 1951 — a computer
playing music. Among its Christmas fare the BBC broadcast two melodies that,
although instantly recognizable, sounded like nothing else on earth. They
were Jingle Bells and Good King Wenceslas, played by the mammoth Ferranti
Mark I computer that stood in Alan Turing's Computing Machine Laboratory, in
Manchester.

According to Ferranti’s marketing supremo, Vivian Bowden, it was "the most
expensive and most elaborate method of playing a tune that has ever been
devised". Bowden may have kicked himself for predicting, at this seminal
moment, that computer-generated music had no future.  

Alan Turing (right) at the console of the Ferranti Mark I. Photo courtesy of the
University of Manchester School of Computer Science

Seemingly nothing remained of the computer's short Christmas concert, apart
from Bowden's brief description in his 1953 book Faster Than Thought. We
realized, though, that we had everything needed to recreate the computer's
historic performance of these carols, thanks to our recent research into
other music played by the Ferranti computer.

Previously we restored a 1951 BBC recording of the Ferranti playing three
pieces of music. One of the engineers present at that long-ago recording
session, Frank Cooper, had squirrelled away a BBC disc, and this is believed
to be the earliest surviving recording of computer-generated music. The three
pieces on the disc were God Save the King, Baa Baa Black Sheep, and In the
Mood.

The performances on Cooper's disc contained between them a total of 152
individual computer-generated notes. By manually chopping up the audio, we
created a palette of notes of various pitches and durations. These could then
be rearranged to form new melodies. It was musical Lego: endless new
structures could be produced from these basic building blocks. The process of
recreating the carols was not always straightforward, however. Sometimes the
notes we needed were missing from the palette, since they did not appear in
the three reference pieces. Missing notes had to be manufactured, first by
calculating the closest frequency that the Ferranti computer could generate —
it wasn't always able to hit a note exactly — and then shifting the frequency
of one of the specimens in the palette to achieve a match (while trying,
moreover, to keep the specimen's spectral signature the same, so as to
maintain a natural sound). Another problem was duration: sometimes a note
needed to be shorter or longer than the specimen in the palette, so we either
pared the specimen down, or pieced together copies of it by hand.
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We had to re-score each carol to fit the computer's needs, especially in
terms of key and complexity; and our scores mirrored the three reference
pieces in length and tempo. Then we selected notes from the palette and
pieced them together to fit the scores. Some handcrafting was required to
create a realistic performance. For instance, a fake-sounding "machine gun
effect" was liable to set in if the score required the same note to be
repeated several times, so we achieved a natural sound by piecing together
different specimens of the same note, taken from different places in the
restored recording. Every time we stitched a new note into the melody, we
cross-faded manually: fading out one element while fading in the next gave
the optimum sound quality when piecing the notes together.

Slowly, the computer's gutsy renditions of the carols reappeared. Play them
and enjoy! But beware of occasional dud notes. Because the computer chugged
along at a sedate 4 kilohertz or so, hitting the right frequency was not
always possible. It's a charming feature of this early music — even if it
does in places make your ears cringe.

At about this time, other primeval mammoth computers were also starting to
find their voices. Bowden mentions that the Whirlwind computer at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology played Bach fugues at Christmas time —
'much more highbrow' than the Ferranti's carols, he said.  

The pilot model of Turing's ACE in London in 1952. © Crown Copyright and reproduced with
permission of the National Physical Laboratory

In London, too, the pilot model of Turing's Automatic Computing Engine (ACE)
played Bach, possibly earlier than Whirlwind, using a loudspeaker set into
its control panel. The pilot model ACE first came to life in May 1950, and by
about February 1952 it was also "composing" — in a sense — its own music,
using some special equipment designed by engineer David Clayden. The rising
arpeggios of ACE's atonal music "gradually became more complex and faster,
like a developing  

David Clayden. Photo courtesy of The
Turing Archive for the History of
Computing

fugue", until they "dissolved into coloured
noise as the complexity went beyond human
understanding", explained Donald Davies.[1]
(Davies, originally Turing's assistant, was a
driving force in the ACE project after Turing
went to Manchester.)

For a long time, the history of early computer music was muddled. Reference
works such as The Oxford Handbook of Computer Music stated that “the first
computer to play music” was the Australian CSIRAC (pronounced "sigh-
rack"). However, recent research has shown that this was most definitely not
so.[2] We discovered that a predecessor of the Ferranti computer also played
musical notes in Turing's Manchester Computing Machine Laboratory. This was
the university-built prototype on which the Ferranti Mark I was based (and it
was itself an enhanced version of Manchester's primordial "Baby" computer).
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Turing called it the "pilot machine", not to be confused with the pilot model
of his ACE in London. The Manchester pilot machine was operational in April
1949, well ahead of the Sydney CSIRAC, which was partially operational in
late 1950 — several months after Manchester's note-playing pilot machine had
been switched off for the last time, in fact. 

CSIRAC and its creator Trevor Pearcey in Sydney in about 1952. A CSIRO image

Unlike CSIRAC, though, the Manchester pilot machine seems never to have
played a conventional melody. Turing used the synthetic musical notes as
aural indicators of what was going on with the machine, like the beeps and
bongs of today's mobile devices — whereas CSIRAC played honest-to-goodness
tunes. It turns out, though, that CSIRAC can't even claim the distinction of
being the first computer to play conventional music.

Our research has shown that an American computer called BINAC was making
music before CSIRAC ran so much as a test program. BINAC, built by the
Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation in Philadelphia, was the forerunner of
the famous Eckert-Mauchly UNIVAC — the Ferranti Mark I and the UNIVAC were
the first electronic computers to hit the market, both in 1951. 

BINAC played music in Philadelphia in the summer of
1949. Photo courtesy of the Computer History Museum When BINAC was completed, in August 1949,

Pres Eckert and John Mauchly threw a party
for the programmers and engineers. This
featured a musical offering from BINAC
itself. One eyewitness — a partying
engineer named Herman Lukoff — described
the event: “Someone had discovered that, by
programming the right number of cycles, a
predictable tone could be produced. So
BINAC was outfitted with a loudspeaker …
and tunes were played for the first time by
program control.” 

The programmer responsible for creating BINAC's music-playing program — the first in
the world, so far as we know — was Betty Snyder, later Betty Holberton. Recalling
her intensive work programming BINAC, Holberton said: “I was on the machine 16 hours
[with] 8 hours off and I slept in the ladies' room.” 

Betty Snyder. U. S. Army photo 
And the title of the first music played by a
computer? "Everybody was going to come to the
party at the end of creating the BINAC",
Holberton remembered; "Well, I thought I'd do
something special for them … an interpretive
routine that would play music. All I could get
out of that machine was an octave, so I played
For He’s a Jolly Good Fellow."[3]

Our timeline for the origins of computer music places BINAC in the limelight, in mid
1949. The Sydney CSIRAC played its first tune a year or two later, and the Bach-
playing ACE in London may have preceded it. In Manchester, the Ferranti computer
performed its first melody in 1951, when Christopher Strachey wrote a program that
blared out God Save the King (see our blog 'Restoring the first recording of
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computer music'). But as to the starting point of it all, the very first
experimental computer-generated musical note was probably heard in Turing's
Manchester laboratory.
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Recording of the week: Cyril Blake and
his Jigs Club Band

This week's selection comes from Andy Linehan, Curator of Popular Music
Recordings.

Cyril  Blake  was  a  Trinidadian  jazz  trumpeter  who  moved  to  Europe  and
eventually settled in London in the 1930s. After playing with many well-known
musicians  in  various  house  bands  he  became  a  bandleader  and  appeared
regularly at the Afro-Caribbean Jigs Club, in Soho, London where this live
performance was broadcast 76 years ago on December 12th 1941.

The Jigs Club Band’s line-up included Blake’s fellow-Trinidadian Lauderic
Caton who is renowned as a pioneer of the electric guitar in the UK and who
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gave lessons to Nigerian bandleader Ambrose Campbell and a young Hank Marvin,
later of The Shadows, amongst others.

Blake himself went on to form the backing band for many hugely popular
recordings on the Parlophone label by calypso singer Lord Kitchener, and
returned to Trinidad to lead a number of bands before his death in 1951.

Originally issued on Regal Zonophone MR 3597, this recording, Cyril's Blues,
appears with two others from the same performance on the British Library
compilation CD  Black British Swing, Topic TSCD781.

Cyril's Blues performed by Cyril Blake and his Jigs Club Band – excerpt

Follow @BL_PopMusic and @soundarchive for all the latest news.
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